
London Analytics have launched the cloud version of its 
proved AI trading models which analyses the market in real-
time. Our AlphaCloud platform generates investing strategies 
and stock/crypto signals for funds and investing platforms to 
operate in highly volatile markets. 

Our clients can easily connect to our secure cloud environment 
for receiving investing strategies and stock signals in real-time 
without having to develop hard-to-build investing algorithms 
by themselves.

London Analytics also offer investment portfolios for various 
global markets.  You can now select a desired portfolio from 
our AlphaCloud platform that matches all your required 
investment characteristics, and enables live trading from your 
personal account.

The AlphaCloud offers a wide range of exchanges, brokerages 
and trading platforms on the world market to enable live 

trading. Using the AlphaCloud platform you have access to all 
global markets: Forex, stocks and cryptocurrencies.

All trading actions are performed through our secure API 
interface, meaning only you have access to your trading 
account, transactions and withdrawals.

Funds can have access to individualised strategies, worldwide, 
reducing the need to build and maintain a team of expensive 
and scarce trading data scientists. Furthermore, AlphaCloud is 
customisable. It allows us to tailor the AI/ML algorithms to your 
specific preferences, generating new strategies and portfolios 
driven by your demands.
 
The AlphaCloud AI/ML models can reshape portfolios in an 
automated way, executing market orders within both the 
market context and the selected strategy.
If needed, it can change the strategy rapidly to follow the main 
goal - to make profit or prevent loss. It can react to the market’s 
volatility in a split second.

If you’re interested in a secure, customisable platform to operate the market to select investment portfolio, enable/disable trading on 
account, manage trading accounts, receive reports and statistics with access to leading global markets, then get in touch with us at 
contact@londonanalytics.com. Our team of experts will be delighted to guide you through our proprietary AlphaCloud technologies, 
so you can decide how best we can meet your needs.
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